
ROYAL GARDEN STRECKMETAL

STRECKMETAL is a perforated metal sheet, the closely engineered punched steel holes offering lightness and elegance 
together with the advantage of optimal draining. The table top is galvanized through the SENDZIMIR™ process, followed 
by an electrostatic powder coating that's a bond between metal and polymer, highly abrasion and scratch resistent. 

ROYAL GARDEN loves the outdoors, it is completely weatherproof and is built to be left outside throughout winter. 
ROYAL GARDEN requires no protection from the elements and is engineered to endure harsh environmental influences. 

ATTENTION! 

Do not cover ROYAL GARDEN with foil or metal, tarpoline, canvas or plastic. Wetness or humidity between ROYAL 
GARDEN and any cover can cause damage. Seepage of water or condensation bearing traces of dyes, natural or synthetic 
treatments may permanently scar and discolor. Textiles washed with fabric softener may also lead to spotting and 
discoloring. DO NOT expose ROYAL GARDEN to salt, salt water or salty sea air. ROYAL GARDEN is a steel product 
and is highly vulnerable to the corrosive effects of airborne salt. ROYAL GARDEN is engineered to look beautiful, 
to provide an extended life of comfortable outdoor service and to withstand the changes of  season. 
ROYAL GARDEN'S excellent reputation for quality and durability means your new and luxurious set of outdoor
furniture will be a good investment for years to come. ROYAL GARDEN have developed the THERMOSINT™ coating, 
specially developed for outdoor conditions and to keep your furniture looking fantastic, long into the future.

Here are a few tips to maintain and clean your furniture

• If your furniture is stained, wipe down with a soft wet cloth and warm mild soapy water. 
Do not use anything abrasive as the finish is vulnerable to certain types of materials.

• To prolong the life of your furniture you can use a good quality clear car wax once a year.
• We do not use plastic sheeting to cover the product, If you do decide to cover it, use a breathable cover.

    • We don't recommend that you leave your parasol in the table when not in use. Especially in windy weather,
    this could lead to your table being knocked over and damaged if a high wind catches the parasol.

    • Ensure that you store your cushions and parasol in a dry environment.
    • All cushions and seat pads are non machine washable. If stained, wipe down with a wet sponge.


